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Electrophoresis of Two Identical Rigid Spheres in a Charged Cylindrical Pore

Jyh-Ping Hsu* and Li-Hsien Yeh
Department of Chemical Engineering, National Taiwan UniVersity, Taipei 10617, Taiwan

ReceiVed: December 6, 2006; In Final Form: January 18, 2007

The electrophoresis of two identical spheres moving along the axis of a long cylindrical pore under the
conditions of low surface potential and weak applied electric field is investigated. The geometry considered
allows us to examine simultaneously the effects of boundary and the presence of a nearby entity on the
behavior of a particle. The influences of the separation distance between two spheres, the thickness of a
double layer, the ratio (radius of sphere/radius of pore), and the charged conditions on the surfaces of the
spheres and the pore on the mobility of a particle are investigated. Several interesting results that are not
reported in the literature are observed. For instance, although for the case of two positively charged spheres
in an uncharged pore the qualitative behavior of a sphere depends largely on its size relative to that of a pore
and the thickness of the double layer, this might not be the case when two uncharged spheres are in a positively
charged pore. In addition, in the latter, the mobility of a sphere increases with the increases in the separation
distance between two spheres, and this effect is pronounced when the ratio (radius of sphere/radius of pore)
takes a medium value or the thickness of the double layer is either sufficiently thin or sufficiently thick.

1. Introduction

Electrophoresis, one of the electrokinetic phenomena, is of
both fundamental and practical significance. Although its
principle is straightforward, solving an electrophoresis problem
under general conditions is extremely difficult, if not impossible,
and available theoretical results in the literature are mainly based
on drastic assumptions. Often, two major effects need to be
considered in practice; namely, the presence of a boundary and
the influence of nearby particles. The former is important when
electrophoresis is conducted in a small space, such as capillary
electrophoresis and electrophoresis through a porous medium.
The latter should not be neglected when the concentration of
particles is appreciable.

Previous analyses revealed that the presence of a boundary
can have a profound influence on the electrophoretic behavior
of a particle. In general, it will influence the viscous drag on a
particle, distort the local electric field near particle surface, and
induce an electroosmotic flow or an osmotic pressure field or
both. These lead to some interesting observations. In the
electrophoresis of a sphere parallel to a plane,1 for instance, it
was predicted that for moderate to large separations between
particle and plane, the presence of the latter has the effect of
reducing the electrophoretic mobility of the former, but the
reverse is true if they are sufficiently close to each other. In a
study of the electrophoresis of a charged-regulated sphere
normal to a large disk, Hsu et al.2 showed that the electrophoretic
mobility of a sphere could have a local maximum as the double
layer thickness or the separation distance between them varies;
the direction of the movement of a sphere might also change.
For the electrophoresis of a sphere along the axis of a cylindrical
pore,3 if the former is uncharged and the latter positively
charged, or if both of them are positively charged, the absolute
value of the mobility of a sphere could have a local maximum
as the thickness of the double layer varies.

The presence of nearby particles can also have an important
influence on the electrophoretic behavior of a particle. For
example, in a study of the electrophoresis of two spheres in an
infinite medium, Shugai et al.4 concluded that the effect of
particle-particle interaction can be significant if the thickness
of the double layer surrounding a sphere is comparable to its
radius. A similar conclusion was also made by Hsu et al.5 in an
analysis of the electrophoresis of two cylindrical particles with
constant charge density along the axis of a cylindrical pore.
Several other efforts have been made to interpret the influence
of nearby particles on the electrophoretic behavior of a particle.
These include, for instance, the electrophoresis of two spheres
in an infinite medium6-9 and the electrophoresis of multiple
spheres in an infinite medium.10-13 In general, the thickness of
the double layer and the separation distance between two
particles play the major roles.

In this study, the effects of particle-particle interaction and
particle-boundary interaction on the electrophoretic behavior
of a particle are investigated simultaneously by considering the
electrophoresis of two identical spheres along the axis of a
cylindrical pore under the conditions of low surface potential
and weak applied electric field. In particular, the wall of a pore
can be either uncharged, such as a fused-silica pore coated with
a hydrophobic polymer, or charged, such as a fused-silica pore.
In the latter, an electroosmotic flow is present, and the
phenomenon under consideration becomes much more compli-
cated than that in the former.

2. Theory

As Shown in Figure 1, we consider the electrophoresis of
two identical, rigid, nonconducting, spherical particles of radius
a along the axis of an infinite, nonconducting cylindrical pore
of radiusb. Let 2h be the center-to-center distance between two
spheres. The cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) are chosen with
its origin located at the center of one of the two spheres, and a
uniform electricE, which is in thez-direction when strengthE
is applied. Since the geometry under consideration isθ-sym-
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metric, only the (r, z) domain need to be considered. Suppose
that the spatial variation of the electrical potentialΨ can be
described by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

In this expression,∇2 is the Laplace operator;ε is the
permittivity of the liquid phase;Fe is the space charge density;
N is the number of ionic species;nj

0 andzj are the bulk number
concentration and the valence of ionic speciesj, respectively;
and e, kB, and T are the elementary charge, the Boltzmann
constant, and the absolute temperature, respectively. IfE is weak
relative to the electric field established by the spheres and the
pore and the surface potential is low, then the effect of double
layer polarization can be neglected. In this case,Ψ can be
expressed as the sum of the equilibrium potentialΨ1; the
potential in the absence ofE; and a perturbed potentialΨ2,
which arises fromE.14 Since the surface potential is low, these
potentials can be described by

whereκ ) [∑jnj
0(ezj)2/εkBT]1/2 is the reciprocal Debye length.

Since the spheres and the pore are nonconductive and remained
at constant surface potentials,úp and úw, respectively, the
boundary conditions associated with eqs 2 and 3 are

In these expressions,n is the unit outward normal vector, and
I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.

The flow field in electrophoresis is in the creeping flow
regime. At steady state, we have

In these expressions,u, η, andp are, respectively, the velocity,
the viscosity, and the pressure of the liquid phase, andFe∇Ψ2

is the electric body force acting on the fluid. We assume the
following boundary conditions:

In these expressions,U is the particle velocity in the
z-direction,ez is the unit vector in thez-direction, andu(r) is
the undisturbed electroosmotic velocity in a long cylindrical pore
with surface potentialúw when the spheres are absent. Equations
9 and 10 imply that both the surface of a sphere and that of a
pore are no-slip.

The forces acting on a sphere include the electrostatic force
and the hydrodynamic force. For the present case, only the
z-components of these forces need to be considered. The
z-component of the electrostatic force,FE, can be calculated
by4,15-17

whereSdenotes the surface of a sphere,σp ) -εn‚∇Ψ1 is the
surface charge density, andEz ) -∂Ψ2/∂z is the strength of
the local external electric field in thez-direction. The hydro-
dynamic force acting on a sphere in thez-direction,FD, can be
evaluated by18

wheret is the unit tangential vector onS, n is the magnitude of
n, andtz andnz are thez components oft andn, respectively.
AlthoughU can be estimated on the basis of the condition that
(FE + FD) vanishes at a steady state through a trial-and-error
procedure, a more efficient approach is applicable for the present
case in which the problem is mathematically decomposed into
two subproblems.19 In the first subproblem, both spheres move
with U in the absence ofE, and in the second subproblem,E
is applied, but both spheres remain fixed. In the former, a sphere
experiences a conventional hydrodynamic drag,FD,1 ) -UD,
where the drag coefficient,D, is positive and depends upon the
considered geometry. In the latter, both an electrostatic force
FE and a hydrodynamic forceFD,2 act on a sphere, whereFD,2

arises from the movement of the mobile ions in an electric

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the problem considered in which
two identical spheres of radiusa with a center-to-center distance 2h
are placed on the axis of an infinite cylindrical pore of radiusb. A
uniform applied electric fieldE parallel to the axis of the pore is applied.
The cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) with its origin located at the center
of one of the spheres are chosen.
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double layer. BothFE andFD,2 are functions ofκa, (h/a), and
λ; FD,1 (or D) is a function of (h/a) andλ, but is independent of
κa. Applying the relationsFD ) FD,1 + FD,2 andFD,1 ) -UD,
it can be shown thatFE + FD ) 0 leads to

Applying the procedure used previously,20 U can be obtained.
If we defineFE

/ ) FE/6πηaUref, FD,2
/ ) FD,2/6πηaUref, andD*

) D/6πηa, then eq 14 can be rewritten as

whereU* ) U/Uref is the scaled electrophoretic mobility, with
Uref ) εúrefE/η andúref ) kBT/e.

The governing equations for the electrical and the flow fields
are solved numerically considering the assumed boundary
conditions. To this end, FlexPDE,21 a differential equation solver
based on a finite element method, is chosen. The applicability
and the accuracy of this software were justified previously3 and
will also be discussed later.

3. Results and Discussion

We consider two representative cases: two positively charged
spheres with a scaled constant surface potentialúp

/ ) eúp/kBT
) 1 are placed in an uncharged pore, and two uncharged spheres
are placed in a positively charged pore with a scaled constant
surface potentialúw

/ ) eúw/kBT ) 1. Since the problem under
consideration is of a linear nature, the results for the case when
both the spheres and the pore are positively charged can be
obtained by summing the results from the above two cases.

3.1. Positively Charged Spheres in Uncharged Pore.Let
us consider first the case when two positively charged spheres
are placed in an uncharged pore. It is known that under creeping
flow conditions, the hydrodynamic forces exerted on two
identical spheres are the same.22,23 In addition, under the same
external force field, two spheres move faster than one isolated
sphere.22,23 Shugai et al.4 showed that the electrophoretic
mobilities of two neighboring spheres are the same. Figure 2
shows the variation ofD* and U* as a function of (h/a) at
variousλ’s when the radius of a sphere,a, is fixed. Figure 2a
suggests that for a fixedλ, D* increases with the increase in
(h/a) and approaches a constant value, which is the result for
the case when only one sphere is present in a pore. This is
because the smaller the (h/a), the closer the spheres and the
stronger the interaction between them. Figure 2a also indicates
that if (h/a) is fixed, D* increases with the increase inλ. This
is because the larger theλ, the more significant the presence of
the boundary (pore wall), which has the effect of retarding the
movement of a sphere. Note that ifh/a f 0 andλ f 0, then
D* f 0.645, as predicted by Stimson and Jeffery.22 D* is found
to depend weakly on (h/a), except whenλ is sufficiently small
(<0.5). As can be seen in Figure 2b, ifλ is small,U* declines
with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant value, which
is the result for the electrophoresis of a sphere along the axis
of a cylindrical pore; however, ifλ exceeds about 0.4,U*
increases with the increase in (h/a). The former can be inferred
from similar analyses in the literature;4,5 the latter has never
been reported. This is because as (h/a) increases, the rate of
increase ofD* is always faster than that of the scaled net driving
force (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) if λ is small, but the reverse is true ifλ is

large. Note thatU* is insensitive to the variation of (h/a), except

whenλ is sufficiently small (<0.4), which implies that ifλ is
large, the viscous drag arising from the presence of the pore
dominates. Similar behavior was also observed in the electro-
phoresis of two identical cylindrical particles with a constant
charge density along the axis of a cylindrical pore.5 The
variations ofFE

/, FD,2
/ , and (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) as a function of (h/a) at

various values ofλ for the case of Figure 2 are illustrated in
Figure 3. FE

/ is found to increase with the increase inλ or
increase with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant
value, which is the result for the case when only one sphere is
present in the pore. The latter is because the smaller the (h/a),
the closer the spheres and the greater the amount of negative
charge induced on their surfaces, which has the effect of
reducing the surface charge density of the spheres. The former
is a consequence of the combined effect of the squeeze of the
applied electric field between the spheres and the pore and the
increase in the surface charge density asλ increases.20 On the
basis of eq 13,FD,2

/ can be expressed asFD,2
/ ) FD,2(V)

/ + FD,2(p)
/ ,

that is, the sum of a viscous term and a pressure term. Figure
3a reveals that ifλ is small (boundary effect is unimportant),
FD,2
/ is a retardation force, but it becomes a driving force when

λ is large. The latter arises because the pressure term domi-
nates.20 Figure 3a also indicates thatFD,2

/ has a local minimum
as (h/a) varies, which is more pronounced whenλ is small, and
the value of (h/a) at which the local minimum ofFD,2

/ occurs
decreases with the increase inλ. The observation that|FD,2

/ |

U )
FE + FD,2

D
(14)

U* )
FE
/ + FD,2

/

D*
(15)

Figure 2. Variation of the scaled hydrodynamic force coefficientD*
(a) and the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, (b) as a function of
(h/a) at various values ofλ for the case when two spheres are positively
charged and the pore is uncharged. Key:úp

/ ) 1, úw
/ ) 0, andκa )1.
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declines with the decrease in (h/a) when two spheres are
sufficiently close to each other arises from the competition
betweenFD,2(V)

/ andFD,2(p)
/ as (h/a) varies. For example, ifλ )

0.1, with less boundary effect,FD,2
/ is mainly dominated by

FD,2(V)
/ . As (h/a) decreases, the spheres experience a relative

large|FD,2
/ | arising from the interaction of the flow field near a

sphere with that near the other one, which enhances the
electroosmotic flow surrounding them and raises the magnitude
of |FD,2(V)

/ |. If (h/a) is sufficiently small, because the electro-
osmotic flow is reduced by the increase of the amount of
negative induced charge due to the overlapping of the electric
double layers,|FD,2

/ | begins to decline with the increase in (h/
a). It is interesting to note thatFD,2

/ depends weakly on (h/a),
except whenλ is sufficiently small (<0.4). This is because
FD,2(p)
/ is larger than|FD,2(V)

/ |, and it depends weakly on (h/a)
when λ is sufficiently large due to the hindrance of the pore
wall. Figure 3b shows that (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) increases with the

increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant value, which is the
result for the case when only one particle is present in the pore.
In addition, for a fixed value of (h/a), (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) increases

with the increase inλ. The behavior of (FE
/ + FD,2

/ ) as (h/a)
varies is similar to that ofFE

/ seen in Figure 3a, implying that
FE
/ is the main driving force.
Figure 4 shows the variation ofU* as a function of (h/a) at

variousκa for the case whenλ ) 0.4, and the corresponding
variations ofFE

/, FD,2
/ and (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) are presented in Figure 5.

Here,a is fixed andκ varies; that is, the radius of a sphere is

fixed and the electrolyte concentration varies. Figure 4 reveals
that if κa is small (thicker double layer),U* increases with the
increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant value, which is the
result for the case when only a sphere is present in the pore.
However, asκa becomes large,U* declines with the increase
in (h/a), and if it is sufficiently large,U* has a local minimum.
These phenomena have never been reported in the literature. It
is interesting to note that the local minimum appears only ifκa

Figure 3. Variation of the scaled electrostatic force,FE
/, and the

scaled excess hydrodynamic force,FD,2
/ (a), and the scaled net driving

force, (FE
/ + FD,2

/ ) (b), as a function of (h/a) at various values ofλ for
the case of Figure 2.

Figure 4. Variation of the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, as a
function of (h/a) at various values ofκa. Key: úp

/ ) 1, úw
/ ) 0, andλ

) 0.4.

Figure 5. Variation of the scaled electrostatic force,FE
/, and the

scaled excess hydrodynamic force,FD,2
/ (a), and the scaled net driving

force, (FE
/ + FD,2

/ ) (b), as a function of (h/a) at various values ofκa for
the case of Figure 4.
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is sufficiently large; for instance, it does not show in Figure
2b, whereκa )1. The specific behaviors ofU* as κa becomes
large can be explained thus: as (h/a) increases, the rate of
increase of (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) is always faster than that ofD* if κa is

small (orλ is large). On the other hand, ifκa sufficiently large
(>1), the rate of increase ofD* becomes faster than that of (FE

/

+ FD,2
/ ) if (h/a) is small, but the reverse is true if it is large.

Figure 4 also suggests that the smaller theκa, the smaller the
U*, and the larger the value of (h/a) for U* to reach a constant
value.

A similar phenomenon was also observed for the electro-
phoresis of two identical cylindrical particles with a constant
charge density along the axis of a cylindrical pore.5 The former
is because the thinner the double layer surrounding a sphere,
the higher the charge density on its surface; the latter is because
the thicker the double layer, the larger the separation distance
between two spheres that is required to avoid double layer
interaction. For a fixed value ofκa, the qualitative behaviors
of FE

/, FD,2
/ and (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) seen in Figure 5 are similar to

those presented in Figure 3. In addition, as expected,FE
/, FD,2

/ ,
and (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) all increase with the increase inκa.

Figure 6 shows the variation ofU* as a function ofλ at
various combinations of (h/a) andκa. For comparison, the results
of Hsu et al.,3 Ennis and Anderson,24 and Shugai and Carnie,15

all for the case when one sphere is in a cylindrical pore, are

also presented. Due to the methods adopted, the results of Shugai
and Carnie15 are limited to a sufficiently largeλ, and those of
Ennis and Anderson24 are limited to a sufficiently smallλ. In
contrast, the present approach does not have these limitations,
and its performance seems to be satisfactory for the range ofλ
considered, as is justified by that the present results approach
those of Hsu et al.3 as (h/a) increases. Figure 6 reveals that if
λ is small, the smaller the (h/a), the larger theU*, but the reverse
is true if λ is large. This implies that ifλ is small, theU* for
the case of two spheres is larger than that for the case of one
sphere, but the reverse is true ifλ is large. The general trends
of U* as (h/a) varies are consistent with the results shown in
Figure 2b. Note that ifλ takes a medium value in Figure 6b,
whereκa ) 4.3,U* has a local maximum as (h/a) varies. The
general trends ofU* as (h/a) varies for a sufficiently largeκa
are also consistent with the results shown in Figure 4. As can
be seen in Figure 6, the critical value ofλ, λc, at which the
qualitative trend ofU* as (h/a) varies depends largely upon
the values ofκa, (h/a), andλ. In general, for a fixed value of
κa, λc declines with an increase in (h/a). Again, these arise from
the competition between (FE

/+FD,2
/ ) and D* and the sphere-

sphere and sphere-pore interactions, which make the phenom-
enon under consideration more complicated than that for the
cases when the pore is absent.4

3.2. Uncharged Spheres in Positively Charged Pore.Figure
7 shows the variation ofU* as a function of (h/a) at various
values ofλ when κa ) 1 for the case when two uncharged
spheres are placed in a positively charged pore. The general
qualitative behavior ofU* shown in this figure is similar to
that seen in Figure 2b, except thatU* is negative for the ranges
of the parameters considered. As will be illustrated later, the
negative mobility arises from both the driving forcesFE

/ and
FD,2
/ being negative. For a fixed value ofλ, |U* | increases

slightly with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant
value, which is the result for the case when only a sphere is
present. The increase in|U* | as (h/a) increases arises from the
rate of increase of (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) being always faster than that of

D*. Note thatU* is less sensitive to the variation in (h/a) when
λ is small than when it is large, which is different from that
shown in Figure 2b, where the spheres are positively charged
and the pore is uncharged. For example, ifκa ) 1, the maximum
differences of|U* | from that for the case of an isolated sphere
in a pore are 1.303, 0.566, and 0.037% forλ ) 0.6, 0.4, and

Figure 6. Variation of the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, as a
function of λ at various values of (h/a). (a) κa ) 1, (b) κa ) 4.3.
Discrete symbols, Hsu et al.;3 dashed line, results of Shugai and
Carnie;15 dashed-dottetd line, Ennis and Anderson;24 solid line, present
study. Parameters used areúp

/ ) 1 andúw
/ ) 0.

Figure 7. Variation of the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, as a
function of (h/a) at various values ofλ for the case when two spheres
are uncharged and the pore is positively charged. Parameters used are
úp
/ ) 0, úw

/ ) 1, andκa )1.
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0.1, respectively. The phenomena that for a fixed value ofλ,
|U* | increases slightly with an increase in (h/a) andU* is less
sensitive to the variation in (h/a) whenλ is small than when it
is large have never been reported in the literature. The latter
can be explained by that when the boundary effect is unimpor-
tant, the interaction between two uncharged spheres is insig-
nificant. Figure 7 also reveals that for a fixed (h/a), U* decreases
rapidly with an increase inλ. Similar behavior is also observed
for a sphere3 and a finite cylinder20 in a cylindrical pore. This
is because the undisturbed electroosmotic velocityu(r) described
by eq 11 is the main driving force for the movement of a sphere,
and asλ (or κb) increases, the overlapping between the spheres
and the double layer near the pore wall leads to a drastic decline
in u(r), as is justified by the behaviors ofFE

/, FD,2
/ , and (FE

/ +
FD,2
/ ) presented in Figure 8. Figure 8a indicates that the

qualitative behaviors of|FE
/| are similar to those ofFE

/ shown
in Figure 3a for the case when two spheres are positively
charged and a pore is uncharged, and can be explained by the
same reasoning. Note thatFE

/ is negative because a negative
charge is induced on the surfaces of the spheres as they approach
the positively charged pore wall. Ifλ is sufficiently small (<0.3),
the amount of induced charge decreases rapidly and vanishes
asλ f 0, so is|FE

/|. This is consistent with the result of Hsu
and Ku for the electrophoresis of a finite cylinder along the
axis of a cylindrical pore.20 As can be seen in Figure 8a,|FD,2

/ |
increases with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant
value, and it increases with the increase inλ. The former is
because the smaller the (h/a), the stronger the interaction
between the flow fields near the spheres, which has the effect

of decreasing the drag on a sphere. The latter is because the
larger theλ, the more significant the presence of the pore wall,
which has the effect of increasing the drag on a sphere. The
qualitative behaviors of|FD,2

/ | are similar to those ofD* shown
in Figure 2a, althoughFD,2

/ is acting as a driving force for the
movement of a sphere. However, the qualitative behaviors of
FD,2
/ shown in Figure 8a are different from those illustrated in

Figure 3a for the case when two positively charged spheres are
placed in an uncharged pore whereFD,2

/ may change from
negative to positive asλ increases. Figure 8b indicates that|FE

/

+ FD,2
/ | increases with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a

constant value, and it increases with the increase inλ. These
are expected.

The variation ofU* as a function of (h/a) at variousκa’s for
the case whenλ ) 0.4 are illustrated in Figure 9, and the
corresponding variations ofFE

/, FD,2
/ , and (FE

/ + FD,2
/ ) are

presented in Figure 10. The former indicates that ifκa is fixed,
|U* | increases slightly with the increase in (h/a) and approaches
a constant value, which is consistent with the results shown in
Figure 7 and can be explained by the same reasoning. As can
be seen in Figure 10a, for a fixedκa, both |FE

/| and |FD,2
/ |

increase with the increase in (h/a) and approach a constant value,
which is consistent with the result shown in Figure 8a and can
be explained by the same reasoning. Figure 10a also indicates
that |FE

/| decreases with the increase inκa, which is contrary to
the behavior ofFE

/ seen in Figure 5a, but|FD,2
/ | increases with

the increase inκa. The former is because a negative charge is
induced on the surfaces of the spheres as they approach the
positively charged pore. Note that ifκa is sufficiently large,
the amount of induced charge becomes insignificant, so is
|FE

/|. As pointed out by Hsu and Ku,20 the latter is because if
κa is not large enough, the undisturbed electroosmotic velocity
u(r) described by eq 11 increases rapidly with the increase in
κa, so is|FD,2

/ |. Figure 10b suggests that|FE
/ + FD,2

/ | increases
with the increase in (h/a) and approaches a constant value, and
it increases with the increase inλ. These are expected.

The influence ofλ andκa on the behavior ofU* at various
values of (h/a) is illustrated in Figure 11. This figure reveals
that, for a fixed value ofλ (or κa), the|U* | for the case of two
spheres is smaller than that for the case of one sphere. This
behavior is different from that for the case when two positively
charged spheres are in an uncharged cylindrical pore shown in
Figure 6 and has never been reported in the literature. Figure
11b suggests that if bothλ and (h/a) are fixed,|U* | has a local

Figure 8. Variation of the scaled electrostatic force,FE
/, and the

scaled excess hydrodynamic force,FD,2
/ (a), and the scaled net driving

force, (FE
/ + FD,2

/ ) (b), as a function of (h/a) at various values ofλ for
the case of Figure 7.

Figure 9. Variation of the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, as a
function of (h/a) for various values ofκa at úp

/ ) 0, úw
/ ) 1, andλ )

0.4.
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maximum asκa varies. A similar phenomenon was also reported
for the case when a sphere3 or a finite cylinder20 is placed in a
cylindrical pore. The presence of the local maximum arises from
the net result of two competing driving forces asκa varies;
namely, |FE

/| decreases with the increase inκa, but |FD,2
/ |

increases with the increase inκa, as shown in Figure 10a. In
general,U* is sensitive to the variation of (h/a) only if λ takes
a moderate value orκa is either sufficiently large or sufficiently
small. This phenomenon has not been reported in the literature.
The former can be explained by that ifλ is large, the viscous
drag arising from the pore wall dominates; on the other hand,
if λ is small, the overlapping between the spheres and the double
layer of the pore is unimportant. The latter can be explained by
that if κa is small, a larger separation distance between two
spheres is required to avoid double layer interaction. On the
other hand, ifκa is large,U* is dominated byFD,2

/ , which is
sensitive to the variation in (h/a), as is seen in Figure 10a.

4. Conclusions

The boundary effect and the presence of a nearby particle on
the electrophoretic behavior of a particle are examined simul-
taneously by considering the electrophoresis of two identical
spheres along the axis of a cylindrical pore under the conditions
of low surface potential and weak applied electric field. The
influences of the key parameters of the system under consid-
eration, including the separation distance between two spheres,
the thickness of double layer, the ratio (particle radius/pore
radius), and the charged conditions on the surfaces of the spheres

and the pore on the electrophoretic behaviors of a sphere, are
discussed. For the case when two positively charged spheres
are placed in a positively charged pore, we conclude the
following: (a) The presence of the pore leads to results that
are much more complicated than those for the case when it is
absent. (b) If the boundary effect is significant, the mobility of
a sphere increases monotonically with the increase in the
separation distance between two spheres, and if the double layer
surrounding a sphere is thin, its mobility may have a local
minimum as the separation distance varies. These phenomena
have not been reported for similar electrophoresis problems in
the literature. (c) Similar to the case of two identical cylindrical
particles with constant charge density in an uncharged cylindrical
pore, the effect of particle-particle interaction on the mobility
of a sphere is significant when the thickness of the double layer
surrounding a sphere is thick or the boundary effect is
significant. For the case when two uncharged spheres are placed
in a positively charged pore, we conclude that no matter the
significance of the boundary effect and the thickness of the
double layer near the pore are, the mobility of a sphere increases
with the increase in the separation distance between two spheres,
and this effect is pronounced when the boundary effect is
moderate or the thickness of the double layer is either suf-
ficiently thin or sufficiently thick. These phenomena have not
been observed for similar electrophoresis problems in the
literature.

Figure 10. Variation of the scaled electrostatic force,FE
/, and the

scaled excess hydrodynamic force,FD,2
/ (a), and the scaled net driving

force, (FE
/ + FD,2

/ ) (b), as a function of (h/a) at various values ofκa for
the case of Figure 9.

Figure 11. Variation of the scaled electrophoretic mobility,U*, as a
function of λ at various values of (h/a) at κa ) 1 (a) and that as a
function of κa at various values of (h/a) at λ ) 0.4 (b). Parameters
used areúp

/ ) 0 andúw
/ ) 1.
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